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we still own the domain name, but we've been
regularly updating and maintaining the
servers to ensure they work as well as

possible. we've been approached by a couple
of sites, who were interested in buying the
domain name but we're happy to keep it if
you'd like it, or if you want to get your own

domain name for your own site you can buy it
from us via this link. we're an all-

encompassing studio, with people working on
a wide range of things and the clients we work

for are varied and interesting, which means
that we can be flexible in how we can help

you. our aim is to be your technology partner,
not just your game developer. we can provide
you with technology that your game needs,

we can create your game, and we can provide
game marketing, sales, and pr. we can also
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help to test your game and give you the best
advice on how to market it, plus we can help
you with your game art, audio, and music.
we're a small studio, so we're not big on

bureaucracy, we don't need a huge team to
get things done and we have always worked
very much with one or two people at a time.

this means that we're a flexible team and
we're great at helping to make sure we can do
whatever you need from us. we're very open,
easy to get in touch with and we're very good

at working in short cycles to get something
done. ps store and ps now subject to terms of

use and country and language restrictions.
service availability is not guaranteed. for ps
now on pc, minimum system requirements

apply and can be found at
www.playstation.com/psnow-pc-faq. ps now
games may differ from or lack some of the

features that can be found in downloaded or
disc-based games. games included in ps now
are subject to change at any time. approved

payment method details required. ps now
subscription is an ongoing subscription with a

recurring subscription fee which is charged
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every month (at the then current store price).
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for these reasons, one of the most important
questions for any strategy that adopts a
forward-looking approach to great power
competition is how to ensure that policies
have an appropriate response to global

trends.23 this is why having both a president
and vice-president for strategy on the nac is

such a vital part of this new deal. it allows the
president to concentrate his attention on the

big picture and to ensure that nac and its staff
coordinate with executive-level staff to ensure
that important strategic issues arent simply de-

prioritized by agencies that are busy
responding to the current political

environment. as the trump administration
braces for an increasingly difficult time ahead,

the president will have to turn his attention
more and more to keeping the national

security apparatus coherent and productive.
thats where nac leadership comes in. nac is
made up of the most talented and dedicated
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people around. weve long thought that for our
graduates to succeed in their mission and

career paths, theyll need a different
experience than they get at other institutions.

thats why we made our summer fellows
program a full-time, paid position. these
fellows will work closely with us to better
understand the strategic challenges and

opportunities of the national security sector,
including everything from national defense

and foreign policy to cybersecurity and
homeland security. theyll do that with us

online via research, analysis, organizing, and
writing. theyll also help shape nacs strategic

priorities through workshops and other events,
and theyll work on nacs flagship projects,

including a policy-relevant research program
we are launching this spring. 5ec8ef588b
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